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Introduction

11
Predators have to secure a high energy intake in the face of changing and 12 uncertain environments. Through the evolution of predator-prey interactions their attack rates on defended prey e.g. when particularly hungry [12, 13] .
26
There have been suggestions of an interaction of appetitive learning with aversive 27 learning to explain the paradox of ingesting toxins in these situations [14] . 28 An interesting perspective is to look at the predator and the consequences of 29 aposematism in combination with aversive learning on the predator's diet and 30 energy intake. In particular, the role of mimics in the evolution of aposematism 31 and their effect on foraging is not very well understood [15, 16, 8, 17] . A predator 32 may utilise sampling to distinguish between the toxic model and the mimic 33 [15, 18, 17].
34
The traditional way of analysing and predicting foraging behaviour is the 35 application of optimal foraging theory (OFT) which maximises the predator's 36 net fitness per unit time [19, 20, 21] . However, OFT has well known limitations:
37
OFT usually fails to correctly predict foraging behaviour on mobile prey in com-38 plex environments [21, 22, 23] . It can be argued that OFT was never intended 39 for predictions in the case of mobile prey and that the optimisation per unit programming and Monte Carlo methods [36] .
70
We will apply a TD learning algorithm in our model to gain insights on 71 how aversive learning influences foraging in uncertain environments and discuss similarities and differences to the optimisation approach of traditional OFT. 
The condition for the action-value function and Q-learning is for the Markov
94
property to hold (2),
The reinforcement signal consists of the TD error of the reward prediction 96 based on experienced rewards following an undertaken action a. Finally, the Q-97 learning update rule is utilised in order to minimise the prediction error [38, 36] .
98
Each action taken has a state dependent subsequent reward signal termed 99 r k+1 . The predator not only takes immediate rewards into account but also 100 the sum of discounted future rewards (3) with K being the end of an episode 101 and γ being the discount factor. This combines an ubiquitous interest into 102 3 rewards with the uncertainty of future events, as follows:
The predator uses the experienced immediate reward r k+1 to minimise the process is presented in (4) with α being the learning rate following the derivation 107 in (3), as follows:
. (4) Q-learning is an iterative algorithm which uses the immediate experienced re-
109
ward to form a target with Q being the new estimate for Q. Thereby, Q-learning 110 bases its update partially on a prevailing estimate Q(s k+1 , a k+1 ) which is known 111 as bootstrapping. Q-learning is widely used to model Markov decision problems
112
and under certain conditions, Q-learning has been proved to converge to opti-113 mality [39] . For a more detailed introduction of the Q-learning algorithm we 114 refer to the supplementary material in AppendixA.
115
Finally, the predator uses the Gibbs soft-max policy which is the probability 116 of taking action a in state s under stochastic policy π to translate its action-value 117 predictions into foraging behaviour (5),
The predator's interaction with conspicuous prey 119
We term the action of falling back on the alternative background food sources 120 as a = 0 and the action of attacking conspicuous prey as a = 1.
121
We assume the population of conspicuous prey consists of a fraction p of The probability of rejecting a model based on taste-sampling is given as 134 follows:
2. The predator has no ability to distinguish mimics and models and the 
Results
138
In the case of the predator being unable to distinguish models from mimics 139 (d 0 = 0) the average reward signal is soley frequency dependent and given as
If the predator utilises taste-sampling it can distinguish models from mimics 141 based on the model's toxicity and will not ingest the toxic model with probability series and is given as follows:
To obtain the optimal diet we find the correct, discounted action-value func-147 tion by solving the TD learning problem
Figures 2 and 3 show the probability of an experienced predator attack-
149
ing conspicuous prey based on the frequency of mimics (p) and the model's 150 toxicity (t). We define aversiveness as π(a = 1) < 0.5 with the threshold 151 toxicity (t * ) given in (10) for which conspicuous prey becomes aversive and 152 R(a = 0, t * ) = R(a = 1, t * ) holds, as follows:
5
We see that taste-sampling lowers the aversiveness of defended conspicuous prey 154 when mimics are present.
155
Figures 4 and 5 show the average reward (R) of an experienced predator.
156
Mimics increase the average reward of the predator through increased foraging 157 on non-aversive conspicuous prey. Conversely, increasing toxicity of the models 158 reduces the average reward for the predator until the increasing toxicity intake 159 from mistakenly ingested models becomes aversive. 
Discussion
161
We apply Q-learning to the problem of optimal foraging behaviour of an were parameters are subject to constant change.
214
Our model confirms expected results such as that mimics in general lower the 215 aversiveness of the conspicuous prey population and undermine aposematism.
216
Nevertheless, highly toxic models can sustain aversion even for high frequencies 217 of mimics especially in predators not utilising taste sampling. However, it re-218 quires exploration for a predator to gain insights about its environment and to 219 form aversive memory. Therefore, even an aversive prey population experiences 220 some level of predation.
221
Our model predicts that a taste-sampling predator increases its attack rate occasional ingestion of models to maintain aversion for highly toxic models.
229
An interesting paradox is the foraging behaviour on aversive prey which re- 
239
Our model predicts a fixed amount of average toxicity which a predator toler- 
246
Summarising, our main conclusions are as follows:
247
• TD learning is a suitable approach to optimal foraging in changing envi-248 ronments.
249
• Even aversive prey experience some level of predation as part of the preda-250 tor's aversive memory formation.
251
• Taste-sampling lowers the effective aversiveness of conspicuous prey if 252 mimics are present.
253
• Intermediate toxicity of aposematic models increases the predator's for-254 aging on conspicuous prey through increased discrimination from taste-255 sampling and higher average rewards when mimics are rewarding.
256
• The conflicting reward signals from mimics and models cause uncertainty 257 and conditionally suboptimal foraging behaviour on aversive prey.
258
• The uncertainty is linked to a fixed amount of average toxicity intake 259 which predators tolerate in order to forage on rewarding mimics before 260 switching to mediocre background food sources.
261
• Taste-sampling extends the range of parameters were suboptimal foraging 
